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Abstract
This master thesis presents an experimental study of plunging breakers
on a beach with a slope of 5.1◦. The incoming waves are solitary waves
with various amplitudes, and the areas investigated are the swash zone
and the plunge point. The purpose of this thesis was to answer some
of the questions regarding wave breaking. Surface elevation, velocities
close to the beach, maximum run-up and surface profiles have been
studied.
The experimental investigation revealed that the plunging jet behaved
like a stagnation flow at the plunge point. Stretching of the jet was
obtained near the boundaries. The motion in the swash zone seemed
to be more turbulent as we moved further up the beach. The up-rush
motion seemed to be more turbulent than the backwash motion.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Thesis objectives
Ocean waves that travel towards the shore will steepen, and at some
point close to the shore breaking may occur. Wave breaking is an
important topic since it can generate enormous loads on vessels and
offshore structures, which can result in enormous destruction on the
bodies. Breaking waves also have a large impact on sediment trans-
port onshore. The sediment transport can result in erosion on cliffs and
deformation of the shoreline. Although breaking waves is a well-known
phenomenon from our daily life, many physical aspects regarding wave
breaking are still poorly understood. No analytical theory is able to
predict the post stages of wave breaking.
The main focus of this thesis is to find out which physical quantities
we are able to measure after waves have broken. And since little is
known about the physics, a broad approach is needed. The main idea
was to investigate physical quantities such as as bed shear stress, fluid
velocities, surface profiles of the run-up, and maximum run-up. How-
ever only the last three quantities was investigated, due to difficulties
regarding the measuring equipment for the bed shear stress.
1.2 Background
Several experimental studies of breaking waves have been performed in
the latest years. A brief introduction of some studies is presented in
the following.
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Jensen et al. (2003) performed an experimental investigation of wave
run-up at a steep beach, where Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) was
performed when the wave front was at its steepest. They compared the
measurements with a Boussinesq model. The beach slope was 10.54◦.
They found that the waves with the largest amplitude was close to
breaking, since a part of the wave front almost formed a plunging jet.
Petti and Longo (2001) did turbulence experiments of plunging and col-
lapsing breakers. The experiments were carried out in a 48m long and
0.8m wide flume. They used a Laser Doppler Velocimetry (LDV) to
measure instantaneous velocities. The velocities were measured 0.5mm
above the beach bed. They concluded that turbulent energy is higher
during up-rush than backwash.
(Cowen et al., 2003) used PIV with fluorescent particles to investigate
the swash zone. The fluorescent particles enabled them to investigate
areas where the flow was affected by air bubbles. They generated both
spilling and plunging breakers with a period T=2.0s. They found that
the up-rush turbulence was dominated by the bore, while the backwash
was dominated by wall bounded turbulence. The experiment was con-
ducted in a 32m long and 0.6m wide wave tank, with a beach slope
with an inclination of 1:20.
A large and medium scale measurement of bed shear stress in bore
driven swash was conducted by Barnes et al. (2009). They used a
shear plate, based on a shear cell developed by Grass et al. (1995).
The surface of the shear plate was smooth and with dimensions 10cm
x 20cm. The medium scale experiment was done in a 20m long and
0.45m wide flume. The slope was 1:10 and two different grades of
roughness were employed at the beach. The large scale experiment
was done in a 20m long and 0.85m wide flume. Experiments were done
with different roughness and the beach had a slope of 1:12. The results
revealed that the bed shear stress had its maximum value at the bore
arrival and then decreased with time. The backwash maximum was
about 2-4 times less than the up-rush maximum, which is in accor-
dance to Cowen et al. (2003).
O’Donoghue et al. (2010) used PIV to investigate velocities in break-
ing waves at beaches generated by a dam-break. Fifty repetitions were
used to estimate an ensemble average. One of the results is that the
turbulent kinetic energy seems to be larger for up-rush than back-wash.
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Kikkerta et al. (2011) did measurements on a bore driven swash. The
experiments were carried out in a 20m long flume with a width of 0.45m.
They used PIV to measure velocities and Laser-Induced Fluorescence
(LIF) to measure the water depth. The beach slope was 1:10 and the
experiments were repeated on beaches with different roughness. This
study concludes that the up-rush friction factors are smaller than fric-
tion factors for backwash. This contradicts the findings from the work
done by Cowen et al. (2003) and Barnes et al. (2009).
Rivillas-Ospina et al. (2012) used Bubble image Velocimetry (BIV)
to investigate velocity fields in the swash and surf zone for plunging
breakers. A numerical model based on Reynolds Average Navier Stokes
(RANS) equation was used to compare the measurements. Rivillas-
Ospina et al. (2012) found that the BIV measurements were in agree-
ment with the RANS model.
None of the aforementioned studies have a high resolution near the
beach bed or captures velocities in the front of the swash tongue. Mea-
surements where the amplitude of the breaking waves varies have not
been conducted. My contribution is an attempt to investigate these
unknown fields.
1.3 Content of thesis
This thesis starts with a short introduction of theory regarding soli-
tary and breaking waves in Chapter 2. Definitions and descriptions
of the waves will be provided there. Chapter 3 includes a theoretical
description of the measuring methods used in this thesis. A short in-
troduction to Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV), Particle Tracking Ve-
locimetry (PTV) and the theory behind the ultrasonic probes will be
given. Chapter 4 consists of a practical description of the experiments,
information regarding the experimental set-up, as well as information
regarding the post processing. A detailed description of the beach and
a discussion regarding its properties will be discussed in chapter 4. The
results from PIV, PTV, maximum run-up, and surface profiles of the
run-up are provided in chapter 5. Also the effect of the joints between
the PETG plates will be discussed. A brief summary and discussion is
provided in chapter 6. At the end of this chapter suggestion of future
work can be found.
The appendices are divided into two parts. The first part is a report
on a bed shear stress measuring device. The idea was to validate the
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device in a known environment, pipe flow. However the outcome was
not as expected. The report is given in appendix A. The second part
of the appendices is results from some post processing of external data.
A comparison of MatPIV and DigiFlows PIV code performed on linear
waves is given. Velocities and acceleration in plunging breakers in the
surf zone is elaborated in this part.
4
Chapter 2
Theory
Motion of a Newtonian fluid is described by Navier Stokes equation:
∂v
∂t
+ (v · ∇)v = 1
ρ
∇p+ ν∇2v + f (2.1)
, where v is the velocity vector, ρ is the fluid density and f is a volume
force. The equation is derived from conservation of momentum. If the
fluid is incompressible, the continuity equation can be derived from
conservation of mass.
∇ · v = 0 (2.2)
The boundary conditions at the surface for gravity waves are given in
2.3. Surface tension is neglected and the fluid is assumed to be inviscid.
p = patm at z = η
Dη
Dt
= w at z = η
(2.3)
The boundary condition for gravity waves at the bottom is given by.
v · nb = 0 at z = H(x, y) (2.4)
, where the normal vector to the bottom is nb = ∇(z −H(x, y)).
2.1 Solitary waves
Solitary waves were first observed by John Scott Russell in 1834. The
waves consisted of one single crest and travelled with constant speed
without changing shape ( Figure 2.1). They are nonlinear and disper-
sive.
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A solution for the surface elevation η of solitary waves can be derived
from the Korteweg-de Vries (KDV) equation, which can be derived
from Navier Stokes equation 2.1. Assume the relative amplitude α to
be small, and the depth H to be much smaller than the characteristic
wavelength l. If the fluid is inviscid and incompressible, the Boussinesq
equation can be derived from Navier Stokes equation. If the waves
are propagating in one direction at a constant depth, the Boussinesq
equation can be simplified to the KDV equation given by:
ηt + c0(1 +
3
2
η
H
)ηx +
c0H
2
6
ηxxx = 0 (2.5)
, where c0 =
√
gH. The derivation can be found in Gjevik et al. (2010).
One solution to the KDV equation is η = Hζ(ψ) where ζ is given in
equation 2.6.
ζ = αsech2
(
(
3α
4
)
1
2ψ)
)
where ψ =
(
x− c0(1 + α
2
)t
)
/H (2.6)
It is clear from equation 2.6 that the surface elevation is only depen-
dent on the amplitude. So solitary waves can easily be classified, and
are therefore preferable to work with experimentally. A full potential
solution for solitary waves was found by Tanaka (1986), while Fenton
(1972) found a ninth order approximative solution for solitary waves.
In this thesis a fourth order approximation by Fenton, and the Tanakas
full potential solution will be used.
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Figure 2.1: Solitary wave with amplitude 0.1cm. The solution is calculated
from Fenton’s fourth order approximation.
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2.2 Breaking waves
On constant depth, the nonlinear effect and dispersion will be balanced
for solitary waves (Peregrine, 1983). If the depth decreases as the wave
travels towards the shoreline, shallow water steepening will occur. The
front of the wave will steepen, which could result in wave breaking.
Grilli et al. (1997) has analysed breaking criterion for solitary waves
on slopes. They found that no solitary wave would break if the beach
slope is higher than 12◦. However, if the beach slope is 1:10 (5.1◦), the
waves will break if A
H
> 0.15, where A is the solitary wave amplitude
when the wave travels on a uniform depth, and H is the water depth.
There are four main types of breaking waves described by Peregrine
(1983): spilling, plunging, collapsing and surging breakers (Figure 2.2).
The breaker type depends on the initial energy of the wave, and the
characteristics of the beach slope. A spilling breaker can be character-
ized by white water tumbling down from the wave crest to the front
face of the wave. The breaking can occur for a long time. The beach
slope is gentle and the waves are steep. Plunging breakers are breakers
where the wave crest is deformed to an overturning jet. This breaker
type is common on beaches with steep slopes. Collapsing breakers are
breakers where the lower part of the wave crest overturn, and is an
intermediate case between spilling and plunging breakers. Surging are
breakers where the surface remains smooth during breaking. They ap-
pear when the waves have a very gentle slope.
Figure 2.2: Figure of different breaker types. a) Spilling b) Plunging c)
Collapsing and d) Surging breakers (Cokelet, 1977)
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2.2.1 Plunging breakers
In this thesis only plunging breakers will be generated. The surf
zone is defined as ”The area offshore where waves break, between
the outermost breaker and the limit of wave uprush” (Dictionary.com
Unabridged, 2014). For plunging breakers this will correspond to the
area where the wave develops a plunge, to the point where the run-up
on the beach starts. The point where the plunger hits the calm water
is called the plunge point (Peregrine, 1983). However, in this thesis the
plunging breakers hit the beach above still water level. Hereafter the
point where the plunger hits the beach is referred to as the plunge point.
After reaching the plunge point, the plunge will be deformed into a
swash tongue. Swash is defined as ”a forward pulse of water released
by a breaking wave after it has broken, capable of moving sand up the
beach” (Smithson et al., 2002). So for plunging breakers, the swash
zone is the area located between the plunge point and maximum run-
up.
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Chapter 3
Measurement techniques
In this thesis the surface elevation of breaking waves was measured
with ultra-sonic acoustic probes. Velocity fields were investigated by
Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) and Particle traking Velocimetry
(PTV). A brief introduction to the measuring techniques will be given
in the following.
3.1 Quantitative imaging techniques
Quantitative imaging techniques are often used to investigate fluid dy-
namics (Sveen and Cowen, 2004). These techniques can characterize
fluid motion close to boundaries and free surfaces. They are optical
measurement techniques, and can be divided into two main groups.
The first group consists of techniques where the flow is seeded with a
continuous dye, whereas the second group consists of techniques where
the flow is seeded with passive particles. PIV and PTV belongs to the
latter group.
There are two main descriptions of fluid motion, Eulerian and La-
grangian representations. The Eulerian representation describes flow
properties of a fluid at fixed spatial positions. The Lagranginan is an
expansion of single particle kinematic, where the trajectories of single
particles are followed (Kundu et al., 2012).
3.1.1 Particle Image Velocimetry
This introduction to PIV is based on a summary article written by
Sveen and Cowen (2004). PIV is a pattern matching technique that
calculates velocity fields in fluids, based on an Eulerian representation
of fluid motion. The fluid is seeded with particles, which are passive
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with respect to the fluid. The particles are illuminated by a light source.
The light is sent through a slit, such that a 2D light sheet is shown in
the field of interest. A digital camera captures images of the field of
view (FOV), with a ∆t time difference between the images. Once a
particle has moved a displacement ∆x, from one image to another, the
velocity can be calculated u = ∆x
∆t
.
Two images are dived into subwindows of size MxN pixels. The size
of the subwindows must be large enough, so at least 4 to 5 particles
are contained in each subwindow. The subwindows must also cover the
largest particle displacement.
There are two methods used to find the displacement of a particle
in the FOV. The most common is single-exposure multiple images,
which uses cross-correlation analysis to find the displacement. The
cross correlation function of two corresponding square subwindows F ′IJ
andF ′′IJ is given by:
R(s, t) =
1
N2
N−1∑
i=0
N−1∑
j=0
{F ′I,J(i, j)}{F ′′I,J(i+ s, j + t)} (3.1)
where F ′IJ is the the I,J subwindow of the first image, and F
′′
IJ is the
corresponding subwindow from the second image. The indices (i, j)
correspond to a pixel location, (r, s) correspond to a sought displace-
ment, and R(s, t) is the cross correlation plane. The location difference
between the center of the correlation plane and the highest correlation
peak is the most obtained displacement.
If the actually displacement x is larger than N/2 pixels, the correlation
peak will alias to the location −(N − x). If the displacement is bigger
than N pixels, no particles from the first subwindow can be detected
in the second subwindow, and the correlation peak in the correlation
plane will represent a random correlation of two uncorrelated subwin-
dows. The correlation plane can be separated into three layers. The
correlation of the mean background intensities Rb(s, t), the correlation
between mean and fluctuating intensities Rf (s, t), and the correlation
between the fluctuating intensities Rd(s, t). The last one contains the
actual displacement peak, and can be found by calculating a normal-
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ized correlation given by:
Rˆ(s, t) =
1
N2
∑
i
∑
j
[
F ′(i, j)− F ′] [F ′′(i+ s, j + t)− F ′′]∑
i
∑
j
( [
F ′(i, j)− F ′]2 [F ′′(i+ s, j + t)− F ′′]2 )1/2
(3.2)
where F ′ and F ′′ is the mean of F ′(i, j) and F ′′(i+ s, j+ t). The range
of Rˆ(s, t) is 0 to 1, where 1 indicates strong correlation between sub-
window F ′ and F ′′.
To be able to find the exact location of the center of a particle, we need
the particle to cover at least 2-4 pixels. The exposure time of the cam-
era must also be set, such that the particle center can be determined
by looking at the intensity of each pixel the particle covers. We want
the center pixels to have higher intensity than pixels on the boundaries
of particles.
One problem with this method is peak-locking, where the displacement
of a particle always is locked to whole pixels. If the actual displace-
ment is 3.4 pixels, the displacement will be locked to 3 pixels, which
gives an error of 11%. Peak-locking can be solved by using curve fitting
on the displacement peak and the neighbouring peaks, to estimate an
exact displacement. Gaussian peak fit is often used and is a good ap-
proximation for spherical particles. Another way to solve peak-locking
is to dynamically shift the subwindows so the sub-pixel displacement
converges to zero.
Each subwindow pair generates one velocity vector. To validate the vec-
tors, two criteria must be fulfilled. Good signal quality and smoothness
in both time and space. Vectors can be filtered by setting threshold on
the signal to noise ratio (SNR). This is the ratio between the highest
correlation peak to the second highest peak in the correlation plane,
where the threshold is often set in the range of 1.2-1.5. Local and
global filters are often applied. Global mean filters compare a vector
to the mean of all the vectors collected in an image pair. Local filters
compare a vector to its surrounding vectors. The median is often used,
as outliers affect the mean dramatically.
3.1.2 Particle Tracking Velocimetry
The information served in this section is based on Dalziel (2006). PTV
tracks individual particles instead of particle pattern as in PIV, and
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the technique is based on a Lagrangian representation of fluid motion.
The set-up is the same as for PIV, but the seeding density can be less
than for PIV.
The main challenge with PTV is to locate the same particle in two
images without interference from other particles. The mean distance
between particles must therefore be larger than the maximum expected
displacement. First, particles need to be located in the two images.
This can be done by scanning the images and setting a threshold on
light intensity, size, and shape to decide whether a blob is a particle
or not. When all particles are found in the first image F ′ and in the
second image F ′′, an algorithm is needed to pair the particles.
Dalziel (1992) found a good approach using a transportation algorithm
to pair the particles. If properties of the particles in image F ′ is stored
into pi, and properties of the particles in image F
′′ are stored into
qj, then an association variable aij can be defined. If particle pi cor-
responds to the particle qj, the association variable is equal to one,
otherwise it is set to zero. One particle in the first image can only
correspond to one particle in the next image. This constraint must
be applied to the association variable aij. A cost cij is also defined,
where particle pair properties like differences in light intensity, shape,
and distance are compared. The degree of match between particle pi
and qj is stored as a number in cij, where cij equal to zero corresponds
to coinciding particles. An objective function Z is defined in equation
3.3.
Z =
∑
i
∑
j
aijcij (3.3)
Equation 3.3 must be solved for the association variable aij as Z get
minimized. A small Z will correspond to an overall good matching of
all the particles in the images. The association variable will then give
the best matching of particles. The seeding density can be increased
if more particle properties are taken into account in the cost cij. An
example of a cost where the particle history is stored is given by:
cij = Φ(pi) +
∑
f
max
(
0, ωf (pi)ζf (pi, qj)− τf
)
(3.4)
,where Φ(pi) is zero if information is available from earlier images, and
larger than zero otherwise. All the particle characteristics f should
be summarized. ωf (pi) represents the cost unit, τf is the threshold
level for each particle characteristics, and ζf (pi, qj) represents the cost
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function. The basic cost function, based on distances between particles
is:
ζx(pi, qj) = |xi + u∆t− xj|2 (3.5)
The velocity u is a prediction based on history from the particle pi. If
no history is available an initial guess is set. When the correct par-
ticles are paired, the velocity of the particles can be calculated by,
u(x, y, t) = ∆x(x,y,t)
∆t
. This method is more efficient than PIV, but ve-
locity vectors are random spatial distributed. One particle gives one
velocity vector. To get the same spatial resolution as achieved with
PIV, the vectors must be interpolated on to a grid. This is the main
criticism of PTV (Sveen and Cowen, 2004). If the subwindow size in
PIV decreases to contain only one particle, PIV will converge to PTV.
3.2 Surface elevation and still water level mea-
surements
The surface elevation and the still water level are measured with ultra
sonic gauges. The gauges send an ultra sonic signal towards a surface.
The signal is then reflected at the surface, and a sensor picks up the
reflected signal. The signal travels through air with the speed of sound.
Therefore the distance from the sensor to the surface can be calculated
from:
D =
c · t
2
. (3.6)
, where c is the speed of sound and t is the time between departure
and arrival of the signal. A more detailed description can be found in
Banner (2010).
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Chapter 4
Practicalities
In this chapter the practical details regarding the experiments will be
given. The experiments are divided into a main experiment and two
smaller experiments. The main experiment was conducted to find the
velocities within the fluid. The other two experiments were performed
to find maximum run-up and large scale surface profiles of the run-
up. A detailed description of the beach will also be given. Finally the
fluid’s properties will be discussed.
4.1 Experimental overview
All experiments were conducted in the hydrodynamic lab at UiO. Soli-
tary waves were generated in a 25m long and 0.51m wide wave tank
with a piston type wave paddle as described in Jensen et al. (2003).
A beach was mounted into the tank with an inclination of 5.1◦. The
water depth was kept constant at 0.205m.
An acoustic wave gauge (ultra Banner U-Gage S18U) kept track of the
water level, while another gauge measured the incoming waves. The
sample frequency was 200Hz, and the incoming waves were measured
for all cases. Origo was defined as the point where the still water level
and the beach intersected. Two coordinate systems were introduced,
one parallel to the still water level (x′, z′), and one parallel to the beach
(x, z) (Figure 4.1). Distances regarding the the set-up are given in Ta-
ble 4.1.
The waves were classified by their relative amplitude. The wave paddle
generated waves with relative amplitude A
H
≈ 0.10, 0.12, 0.20, 0.30, 0.40
and 0.50. From now on these waves will be referred to as case 10, 12,
20, 30, 40 and 50. Three repetitions were done in all the experiments
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The start of the beach 529.81 cm
Water level probe 506.45 cm
Wave probe 486.11 cm
Origo 754.20 cm
Table 4.1: Distance from the wave paddle to:
Figure 4.1: Experimental set-up.
for all cases.
4.2 The Beach
The beach was made by Olav Gundersen (Lab engineer at the hydro-
dynamic lab) with help from me. The beach consisted of four pieces
of PETG (Polyethylene Terephthalate Glycol-modified) plates with a
thickness of 8mm and a width of 50.5cm. The overall length was 7m.
The effect of the roughness of PETG plates is documented in Pedersen
et al. (2013). The beach was supported by two steel beams, which
were mounted in the wave tank. At the start of the beach, the plates
were supported by plastic beams. The plastic beams were cut such
that the tip of the beach had an inclination of 5.1◦. The PETG plate
closest to the tank bottom was milled at the start, such that the plate
tip corresponded to an inclination of 5.1◦. The tip of the milled plate
should ideally be infinitely thin, but the tip was 1.5mm thick. Silicone
was applied at the tip to avoid a sharp edge between the bottom of the
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tank and the beach. The four PETG plates were attached to the steel
and plastic beams with silicone. Neoprene sealing strips were applied
between the glass walls in the tank and the PETG plates. The strips
were 0.3mm and 0.6mm thick.
There were some problems with the joints between the PETG plates.
The joints were located at -203,7cm, -9.8cm and 195.5cm shoreward
from origo. On the joint at -9.8cm there was a height difference be-
tween the two plates. This created a step down from the first plate to
the second plate. Silicone was applied to smooth out the sharp edge.
Measurements showing this effect were conducted.
PETG is a bendable material. The beach deflected due to its own
weight and due to the weight of the overlying water. The maximum
deflection of the beach was measured for different values of x. The
measurements were performed using a straightedge and feeling gauge.
The results are given in Table 4.2.
Distance from origo, x Bending of the beach
0.0 m 2.5 mm
0.5 m 2.7 mm
1.0 m 3.2 mm
1.5 m 3.2 mm
2.0 m 3.4 mm
2.5 m 2.6 mm
3.0 m 2.8 mm
Table 4.2: Maximum bending of the beach.
The beach had its highest points close to the side walls in the tank. The
lowest point was located in the middle of the beach, and corresponded
to maximum bending.
4.3 Experimental set-up for the main experiment
First, the water in the tank was seeded with 50µm polymid particles.
The particles were illuminated in a light sheet by a Quantronix Darwin
Duo pulsed laser. A Photron SA5 high speed camera synchronized with
the laser, captured images of the illuminated particles. The images were
captured with a pixel resolution of 1024 x 1024. Images were collected
at 3000 frames per seconds (fps) for all cases. Six different field of views
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Figure 4.2: Sketch of the experiment. An example of how plunging breakers
evolve with time. The position of the FOVs are properly scaled with respect
to the still water level
(FOV) were located along the beach(Figure 4.2 ). The exact location
for each FOV is given in Table 4.3.
FOV: I II III IV V IV
Location, x: [-14.08 - -9.82] [-7.87 - -3.55] [8.49 - 13.04] [36.35 - 40.26] [77.55 - 81.53] [117.76 - 121.80]
Location, z: [-2.27 - -1.95] [-1.81 - 2.52] [-0.05 - 3.78] [-0.16 - 3.54] [-0.04 - 3.79] [-0.85 - 3.09]
Table 4.3: Location of the different FOVs in cm. The dimensions of the
FOVs are approximately 4cm x 4cm.
4.3.1 Image processing
The image processing was executed in DigiFlow developed by Dalziel
Research Partners. Both PIV and PTV were performed on images cap-
tured in the main experiment. The post processing was performed in
MATLAB developed by MathWorks.
PTV was performed with default setting in DigiFlow. This provided
3087 velocity vectors per frame for case 10, run 1 at FOV3. The num-
ber of particles detected by PTV seems to be in agreement with visual
inspection. A second order Savitzky-Golay smoothing filter was ap-
plied with differential filter size 5.
PIV was performed with various filters applied, including a global, a
local and a noise filter. Invalid vectors were interpolated spatially. PIV
was performed using interrogation windows of 32 x 8 pixels with a 50%
overlap. This subwindow size was chosen to achieve a high resolution in
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the z-direction. This was desirable since the boundary layer occurs in
a small region near the beach. The rectangular interrogation windows
also improve these types of measurements in areas with high velocity
gradients. The size of the subwindow is further discussed in Pedersen
et al. (2013). An averaging in time was applied where 10 images was
used, corresponding to 1/300s.
4.4 Experimental set-up for measuring maximum
run-up and surface profiles
First, the experimental set-up regarding maximum run-up will be given.
A high speed Photron APX camera was mounted on rails above the
beach in the wave tank. A dedolight 400D was used as illumination.
The camera was mounted with the same inclination as the beach. First
an estimate of maximum run-up was found for all cases. Then the field
of views were then chosen, based on these estimates. Every case got
its own FOV, and three repetitions were performed for each case. 125
frames per second were used to capture the maximum run-up.
The experimental set-up for measuring the surface profiles was almost
the same as in the main experiment. One difference between the set-
ups was that the camera stood further away from the wave tank for
this experiment, resulting in much larger FOVs. The FOVs from this
experiment will be referred to as FOV A and FOV B. They are located
at x = [0 − 60]cm and x = [60 − 110]cm. Another difference from
the main experiment was the capturing time. Only 500 fps were used
in this experiment, and a weaker continuous dedolight 400D was used
as illumination instead of the laser. A white background sheet was
attached to the wave tank and the water was dyed dark blue to increase
the contrast in the images.
4.5 Experimental difficulties
The main difficulty I would like to point out, is the difficulty regarding
an even particle distribution in the fluid. Especially in the front of the
wave. The particles seem to slowly sink towards the tank bottom. I
had to shovel and stir up particles in between each run. This made the
fluid disturbed. The fluid had to calm down before a new run could be
conducted. It was hard to balance the time in between the runs, such
that the water was calm but had evenly distributed particles. For all
runs, extra particles were seeded in the water closest to origo.
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Additionally, some issues occurred when focusing the camera. Since
most of the FOVs were located above still water level, it was hard to
focus the camera in water. The wave paddle ran on maximum effect as
often as possible to provide waves with 2cm run-up thickness at FOV
VI. The periods with 2cm run-up thickness did not last for long, mak-
ing the focusing of the camera difficult.
Small parts of silicone loosened from the beach and floated around
in the water. They can easily be detected by the camera, but much
harder to discover by eye. It was particularly difficult to remove all
the siliconee from the water. A specialized tool was made to remove
the extra silicone, consisting of a fine gridded fabric tightly applied to
a steel frame. This made it much easier.
It should be mentioned that the mean temperature was about 26◦C
during all the experiments. This made the air extremely humid and I
assume that this was not the best working condition.
4.6 Viscosity, density and surface tension
At some point during the experiments, I wondered if my experiments
could be improved by changing the water in the wave tank. I was
afraid the properties of the water had changed, and that air bubbles
maintained in fluid for a longer period than for fresh tap water. To
investigate the differences between fresh tap water and water from the
wave tank, a marble was first dropped into a cylinder filled with tap
water, and then into a cylinder filled with water from the tank. The
temperature was 26.4◦C for the tap water and 26.5◦C for the water
from the tank. A ruler was attached to the side of the cylinder and a
high speed camera captured images of the marble as it moved through
the fluids (Figure 4.3). The marble’s vertical velocity was calculated,
and three repetitions were done. The results are show in Table 4.4.
Tank water Tap water
run 1 57.69 59.19
run 2 60.47 60.23
run 3 60.76 60.47
Table 4.4: Vertical velocities for three repetitions [cm/s]
The marble seems to achieve the same velocities for fresh tap water and
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Figure 4.3: Marble in cylinder filled with water from the tank.
tank water. This implies that the fluids has about the same viscosity
and density. Surface tension has a large impact on the air bubbles, since
they can easily be deformed and compressed. The surface tension has
not been measured, but a water sample from the experiments has been
preserved, in case further investigation is needed.
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Chapter 5
Results
In this chapter, results from different aspects of wave breaking will be
given. The main focus is kinematics in the swash zone, where velocities
in the wave front are emphasized. The plunge point, maximum run-up
and surface profiles of the run-up will also be given. The times in this
section are denoted with the field of view, tFOV .
5.1 Surface elevation of the incoming waves
The measured dimensionless amplitude of the incoming waves are shown
in Table 5.1.
Case: 10 12 20 30 40 50
A
h 0.0989 0.1191 0.1981 0.2958 0.3939 0.4874
Table 5.1: Measured amplitude
The surface elevation measurements are shown in Figure 5.1. Cubic
interpolation is used to filter noise, and linear interpolation is used to
filter drop outs. The theoretical solitary surface elevation is provided
by Fenton’s fourth order approximation for case 10. Tanaka’s full po-
tential solution is used for the other cases.
The surface elevation measurements are in agreement with theory, ex-
cept at the tail of the solitary waves. This can be due to reflection of
the waves on the beach. The waves have already been reflected before
the tail has arrived at the measuring point, resulting in too high surface
elevation at the tail. A boundary integral model will be able to calcu-
late this reflection. This has been done in Lindstrøm (2011), where the
tail of the solitary waves are unequal to the front of the waves. Overall,
the incoming waves are repeatable and coincide with theory.
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Figure 5.1: Surface elevation of incoming waves
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5.2 Effects of the joint between the PETG plates
To investigate effects of the joints on the beach, measurements from
FOV I and FOV II will be presented. The beach is made of four PETG
plates. This gives us three joints at different locations on the beach.
The joint closest to the still water level is located at a critical posi-
tion (x = −9.8)cm. To investigate the influence of this joint, images
were captured at locations before (FOV I) and after the joint (FOV
II). At some point during the investigation at FOV II, silicone between
the PETG plates loosened. Long threads of silicone entered FOV II,
creating irregular motion in the boundary layer. The excess silicone
was removed and new measurements were performed. All of the three
cases are shown in Figure 5.2. PIV was performed on the images as
described in Chapter 4.
The outer velocities seem to be unaffected by the joint for all plots in
Figure 5.2. If the flow is unaffected by the joint, the upper, middle
and bottom velocity profiles should be similar in shape. However, the
middle figures are clearly different from the upper and the bottom
figures, in the boundary layer. The boundary layer is not as smooth
and repeatable for the middle figures, compared to the lower and upper
figures in 5.2. The repeatability and smoothness in the boundary layer
seems to be improved by removing silicone from the joint. It should be
noted that only the velocity profiles from four different times are given,
and we can only assume that the flow is not affected by the joint in
between these times. Only case 10 and 50 are shown in Figure 5.2. A
visual inspection of movies of the other cases supports that this trend
is applicable for cases 12 - 40 as well.
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Figure 5.2: Horizontal velocity profiles.
Different colors correspond to different runs.
Top: FOV I, velocities before the joint xI = −11.00cm,
Middle: FOV II, velocities before silicone was removed xII = −5.70cm
Bottom: FOV II, velocities after silicone was removed xII = −5.70cm.
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5.3 Velocities close to the plunge point.
In this section experiments from FOV III will be shown. PTV is per-
formed on images captured near the plunge point. The velocities shown
in this section correspond to velocities from the first particles obtained
in this FOV (Table 5.2).
A MATLAB script was made to estimate when the plunging jet enters
the FOV tIIIp . The code compares image intensities with intensities from
an initial image. When the plunge arrives at the FOV, the intensity
difference will start to increase. Figure 5.3 shows how the intensity dif-
ferences increase for three different runs. A threshold is set to estimate
the plunge arrival for the different runs. In this case, the threshold is
set to 70, resulting in image number 365, 367 and 354 corresponding
to plunge arrival for the different runs. This seems in accordance with
visual inspection of the images. Error and results can be found in Table
5.2. The error is small for all the cases, which implies that the breaking
event was repeatable in time.
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Figure 5.3: Intesity differences for case 40.
To investigate kinematics at the plunge point, particle velocities within
a strip parallel to the x-axis are plotted in Figures 5.4 to 5.6. The cho-
sen strip corresponds to a region where the outer flow is constant with
respect to z.
Figure 5.4 and 5.5 show that the horizontal velocity is linearly depen-
dent of x for cases 10 - 20. The horizontal velocity gradient seems to
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increase for increasing wave amplitude. However, the times are differ-
ent for different cases, and comparison of cases should be performed
with caution. Every fourth velocity vector is plotted in the velocity
fields in Figures 5.4 to 5.6. Cases 30, 40 and 50 are not linearly de-
pendent of x. Especially the vertical velocity where a minimum can be
obtained. The horizontal and the vertical velocities describe stagnation
flow with an additional horizontal uniform flow for cases 30, 40 and 50.
This means that the plunge itself has a velocity U, and that close to
the air bubble, particles have a negative horizontal velocity relative to
the plunge. This results in changes in the plunge shape. The plunge
stretches in both positive and negative x-direction near the boundary.
Overall, the figures show that averaging over x should be performed
with caution and that the velocities seem to be repeatable for all cases.
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Figure 5.4: Top: velocity field, Middle: horizontal velocity, Bottom: vertical
velocity
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Figure 5.5: Top: velocity field, Middle: horizontal velocity, Bottom: vertical
velocity
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Figure 5.6: Top: velocity field, Middle: horizontal velocity, Bottom: vertical
velocity
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Case:
tIIIp
s
Error
%
tIII1
s
tIII1 − tIIIp
ms
tIII2
s
tIII2 − tIIIp
ms
10 7.16 0.005 7.23 72.3 7.27 105.7
12 6.98 0.023 7.03 49.3 7.06 82.7
20 6.61 0.010 6.63 24.3 6.66 57.7
30 5.96 0.011 6.00 44.3 6.04 77.7
40 5.62 0.040 5.68 59.7 5.71 93.0
50 5.40 0.100 5.46 61.7 5.50 95.0
Table 5.2: Times associated with PTV from FOV III. The time tp corre-
sponds to the time when the plunge enters this FOV
Table 5.2 shows the times investigated in this section. Including the
differences between the arrival of the plunge tIIIp and the times of the
velocity profiles. tIII1 − tIIIp varies from 24ms to 72.3ms. This implies
that t1 is close to the plunge front. This seems in accordance to the
velocity fields shown in Figures 5.4 to 5.6.
Velocity profiles with respect to z are shown in Figure 5.7. The veloc-
ity profiles are based on particles located within a vertical strip of 64
pixels (0.12cm). For all cases the horizontal velocities decelerate as a
function of time. It seems that velocities are higher for the breaking
cases. The velocity profiles show that the velocities are repeatable af-
ter the plunge has hit the beach. The boundary layer is well defined
for all cases, but seem to increase in size for larger waves. The black
graph in figures 5.7(d-f) corresponds to velocities in the fluid above
the big air entrapment generated from breaking. These velocities are
also repeatable. The maximum velocity is obtained for case 50 where
velocities as high as 2.5 m/s are present.
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(a) Case 10: x = (9.00± 0.12)cm
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(c) Case 20: x = (10.00± 0.12)cm
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(e) Case 40: x = (12.00± 0.12)cm
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(f) Case 50: x = (11.00± 0.12)cm
Figure 5.7: Horizontal velocity profiles, symbols: +, o and M correspond to
run 1,2 and 3.
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5.4 Velocities in the swash zone
In this section results from FOV IV,V and VI will be given. Both PIV
and PTV were performed for all FOVs. PTV was performed on early
stages, the incoming swash tongue front, whereas PIV was performed
on times of flow reversal. Velocities as close to the swash tongue arrival
as possible were emphasized for PTV. This resulted in velocity profiles
at various times for each case. For all FOVs, times t1 and t2 are con-
nected with velocities from PTV. The PIV velocity profiles shown in
this section were collected at t3 and t4, which correspond to ±0.063s
before and after flow reversal. As we moved further up the beach to
FOV V and FOV VI, the time where the outer flow reverses became
harder to determine. This made the times relative to the reversal less
accurate for the higher FOVs.
5.4.1 FOV IV
This FOV is located about 40 cm above the still water level along the
beach. For the breaking cases 20 - 50 this FOV has problems with air
bubbles. The main bubble has not burst, and seeding particles follow
small bubbles to the surface. This led to an irregular field of motion.
The times tIV1 correspond to velocities as close to the swash tongue
front as possible. tIV2 corresponds to velocities as close to front of the
main air bubble as possible.
The times when the swash tongue arrives at FOV IV ( tIVp ) are given in
Table 5.3. They are determined in the same manners as the plunge ar-
rival (Section 5.3). The error is small, which indicates that the run-up
is repeatable for this FOV. The times when the main air bubble arrives
at this FOV is also given in 5.3. However these times correspond to
the first run for each case, since it was problematic to make a generic
script that could estimate the time of air bubble arrival.
For all cases the velocities seemed to be repeatable near the swash
tongue front (Figure 5.8). An outer constant flow was obtained for all
cases, but the size of the boundary layer varied. In addition, the veloc-
ities decelerated for all cases. By comparing case 40 and 50 from FOV
III, with case 40 and 50 from this FOV, a small increase in velocities
can be obtained. This is despite the fact that velocities from FOV III
are obtained earlier relative to the arrival of swash tongue.
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Case:
tIVp
s
Error
%
tIVb
s
tIV1
s
tIV1 − tIVp
ms
tIV2
s
tIV2 − tIVp
ms
10 7.51 0.18 7.63 117.0 7.73 217.0
12 7.26 0.08 7.38 120.3 7.46 200.3
20 6.76 0.01 6.87 106.0 7.07 306.0
30 6.06 0.05 6.18 6.13 58.0 6.16 91.3
40 5.72 0.02 5.80 5.75 67.0 6.77 83.7
50 5.50 0.04 5.58 5.56 65.0 5.58 81.7
Table 5.3: Times associated with PTV for FOV IV. tp refer to the arrival
of the swash tongue and tb refers to the main bubble arrival.
Figure 5.9 shows velocities from PIV. The outer flow seemed to be re-
peatable for all cases except for case 20, where the outer flow decreased
for z=1cm. A visual inspection of the images reveals that this is due to
low particle density in a thin strip around this area. For cases 30 - 50
the outer flow seems to be constant for higher values of z than for the
lower cases. For cases 10 - 20 the velocities can be divided into three
sections, the upper section where du
dz
= 0, the middle section where
du
dz
> 0 and the section closest to the wall (beach) where du
dz
< 0. This
seemed to be the case for t = t3 and t = t4 for the lower cases 10 - 20.
For cases 30 - 50 it seemed that a the section closest to the boundary
where du
dz
< 0 is almost nonexistent for the velocity profiles at t = t3.
It seemed that a turbulent and irregular motion was present, but the
deceleration of the fluid made it less irregular for the times after the
outer flow had reversed. At t4 the section where
du
dz
< 0 reoccurred.
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Figure 5.8: Horizontal velocity profiles, symbols: +, ◦ and M correspond to
run 1,2 and 3. x = [38.00± 0.12]cm
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(a) Case 10
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(b) Case 12
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(c) Case 20
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(d) Case 30
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(e) Case 40
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Figure 5.9: Horizontal velocity profiles before and after the outer flow
reverses. Colors: blue, cyan and green correspond to run 1,2 and 3.
x = 40.14cm
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5.4.2 FOV V
This FOV is located about 80cm from the still water level. For cases
10 and 12, particles within the swash zone were impossible to detect.
Consequently, only cases 20 - 50 will be presented in this section. It was
difficult to find particles in the start of the swash tongue for these cases.
The times where enough particles were obtained to establish a velocity
profile, are given in Table 5.4. It was clear that the times between
the swash tongue arrival tVp , and the first velocity profile t
V
1 ,were larger
than for the other FOVs. The error in the arrival of the swash tongue
was small for all cases, which implies that the run-up was repeatable.
At the start of the swash tongue, the surface behaved irregular and the
tongue was very thin. The irregular surface was probably due to air
bubbles bursting at the surface.
Case:
tVp
s
Error
%
tV1
s
tV1 − tVp
ms
tV2
s
tV2 − tVp
ms
20 7.05 0.14 7.49 449.0 7.54 495.7
30 6.28 0.02 6.55 269.7 6.74 463.0
40 5.90 0.08 6.12 230,3 6.23 328.0
50 5.65 0.05 5.73 88.7 5.98 330.3
Table 5.4: Times associated with PTV for FOV V. tp refer to the arrival of
the swash tongue.
Figure 5.10 shows the velocity profiles as close to front of the swash
tongue as possible. The tongue is about 4mm for case 20, which is
really thin. The spread in velocities seemed to be larger for this FOV
than for the other FOVs. This could be due to turbulence and irregular
motion, but little is known since the number of particles is small. Case
also 30 seemed to have a wide spread in velocities, and no constant
repeatable outer flow was obtained. The repeatability seemed to in-
crease for increasing case numbers for velocities at tV2 . Case 50 was the
only case where enough particles were obtained as early as for the other
FOVs. However, the blue graph in figure 5.10 (d) can be compared to
the black graph for FOV IV in Figure 5.8 (f), since the times relative to
the swash tongue arrival were about the same. The velocities seemed
to be in the same range for the two FOVs.
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Figure 5.10: Horizontal velocity profiles, symbols: +, ◦ and M correspond to
run 1,2 and 3. x = [80.00± 0.12]cm
None of the cases had an outer flow with constant velocity gradient at
times near outer flow reversal (Figure 5.11). This indicates that the
flow was more irregular and turbulent than for FOVs closer to the still
water level. Since there is no clear defined outer region, the time of
reversal was estimated only by visual inspection, resulting in a small
relative time error. The cases seemed to be less repeatable for this
FOV, than for FOV III and IV.
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(b) Case 30
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(c) Case 40
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Figure 5.11: Horizontal velocity profiles before and after the outer flow
reverses. Colors: blue, cyan and green correspond to run 1,2 and 3.
x = 81.40cm
5.4.3 FOV VI
This FOV is located about 120cm from where the still water reaches the
beach. In this section, only cases 30, 40 and 50 will be presented. The
swash tongue was too thin for particle detection for the other cases. It
was however easier to find particles for the cases 30 - 50 at this FOV,
than at FOV IV. I believe that this is because the surface has calmed
down, after the bubble bursting. This results in earlier velocity profiles
relative to the swash tongue arrival for this FOV, than for FOV V
(Tables 5.4 and 5.5).
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Case:
tVIp
s
Error
%
tVI1
s
tVI1 − tVIp
ms
tVI2
s
tVI2 − tVIp
ms
30 6.55 0.15 6.82 270.3 7.04 497.0
40 6.10 0.08 6.14 48.0 6.60 511.3
50 5.32 0.10 5.88 62.3 6.33 515.7
Table 5.5: Times associated with PTV for FOV VI. tp refer to the arrival
of the swash tongue.
Figure 5.12 shows the velocities obtained as close to the front of the
swash tongue as possible. In the front of the tongue, the velocities
seemed to be more spread than for the other FOVs (blue graph) at
t1. Overall, the spread in velocities close to the swash tongue seem to
increase as we move upwards the beach.
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Figure 5.12: Horizontal velocity profiles, symbols: +, ◦ and M correspond to
run 1,2 and 3. x = [120.00± 0.12]cm
Velocities before and after reversal of the flow, are given in Figure 5.13.
The repeatability was not as good for this FOV as for the other FOVs.
The velocity profiles seemed to be more turbulent than for the earlier
FOVs. Especially for case 50, where the velocity profile at t = tVI3 ,
seemed similar to the velocities profiles from turbulent channel flow.
Overall, the velocities before and after flow reversal, seemed to become
more turbulent as we move further up the beach.
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Figure 5.13: Horizontal velocity profiles before and after the outer flow
reverses. Colors: blue, cyan and green correspond to run 1,2 and 3.
x = 121.25cm
Visual inspection of movies of this FOV shows that a systematic rolling
effects were present for some of the cases for a short period of time.
It looks like particles follow a rolling trajectory (cycloid). Figure 5.14
shows how horizontal velocities vary at one spot in fluid as a function
of time. The velocities seems to oscillate, in addition to a linear de-
caying trend. I believe that this is due to some rolling effects. Further
investigation is needed to determine what causes this effect.
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Figure 5.14: Collection of velocities of particles whithin a distance of 0.05cm
from the point(x,z)=(120,0.3)cm. The data is collected from Case 50, run
2.
5.5 Maximum run-up
In this section results from experiments where the camera is mounted
above the beach is given. The maximum run-up was found by checking
images pixel by pixel, and searching for areas where the total intensity
were larger than some threshold. The code is scripted in MATLAB and
a visual inspection was performed to validate the results. The results
and errors are given in Table 5.6. The maximum run-up seemed to be
repeatable in both time and space. An image of the maximum run-up
for case 10 is shown in 5.15.
Max runup Max error Time Error in time
Case 10 87.25 cm 1.68 % 8.86 s 0.15 %
Case 12 105. 67 cm 0.27 % 8.67 s 0.15 %
Case 20 147.37 cm 0.93 % 8.53 s 0.31 %
Case 30 191.67 cm 1.08 % 8.03 s 0.78 %
Case 40 227.42 cm 0.11 % 7.82 s 0 %
Case 50 267.46 cm 2.27 % 7.30 s 1.64 %
Table 5.6: Maximum runup
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Figure 5.15: Image from case 10, run 2, t = 8.87s. The upper part of the
picture shows the coordinate sheet.
The shape of the shoreline seemed to vary a lot for the breaking cases.
A comparison of the shapes from different runs is shown in Figure 5.16.
The shape seemed to be repeatable for case 10, but the variation across
the beach was large. The maximum seemed to vary with about 10cm
for this field of view. If this trend was present throughout the entire
cross section of the beach, measurements from different values of y
will estimate different maximum run-ups. This is probably due to the
bending of the beach, documented in Section 4.2. The variation of 3mm
in the z direction should correspond to 3cm in the x direction since the
beach inclination is 1:10. It is clear from figure 5.16 that the bending
has a larger impact on the run-up than a 3cm variation. The effect
of the bending might therefore play a central role in measurements of
maximum run-up. This effect will also occur for the breaking cases and
will be discussed further in the next section.
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Figure 5.16: Shoreline profiles at max run-up.
5.6 Surface profiles of the run-up
In this section results from FOV A and FOV B will be given. A se-
lection of cases 10, 30 and 50 will be shown. The surface profiles were
tracked manually for each case and each run, since a general script was
difficult to create due to air bubbles near the surface. An image from
the experiments is given in Figure 5.17.
Figure 5.17: Image from FOV A, for case 50 run 1, at t=5.65s
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The surface profile for case 10 is shown in figure 5.18. The first two
surface profiles t1 and t2 correspond to times associated with plunge
and swash tongue arrival for FOV III and FOV IV. The last profile t3
corresponds to times of maximum run-up.
Figure 5.18 shows that run-up is in agreement with experiments from
FOV III and FOV IV. The run-up reached about 35cm at tIVp , which is
about 1cm from where FOV IV starts. As mentioned in the previous
section, the surface profiles are not in agreement with measurements
from maximum run-up for case 10. There seems to be about 22cm
difference between the measurements. The real maximum run-up is
measured to be located about y=26cm (Figure 5.16a), whereas the run-
up investigated in this section corresponds to a strip around y=7.5cm,
where y corresponds to the distance from the wall in the wave tank. A
difference of 22cm seems reasonable if the shoreline varies as shown in
Figure 5.16a. The surface profiles seem to be repeatable for case 10.
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Figure 5.18: Surface profiles for case 10. Three repetitions are plotted.
It was hard to track the surfaces for the breaking cases 30 and 50,
since they were unstable due to air bubble bursting. The results are
shown in Figure 5.19 and 5.20. The times t1, t2 and t3 are associated
with plunge and swash tongue arrival from FOV III and FOV V and
maximum run-up.
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Figure 5.19: Surface profiles for case 30. Three repetitions are plotted.
For t2, the surface was unstable and not repeatable for cases 30 and 50
(Figures 5.19 and 5.20). There was a differences from measurement at
FOV V for these two cases. I believe this is due to inaccuracy in the
tracking process of the surface profiles. It was extremely difficult to
track the surface when air bubbles were present. This can be related
to the difficulties of finding particles close to swash tongue for FOV V.
The surface becomes steady again when all the air is separated from
the water. This makes it easier to track the surface again at t3.
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Figure 5.20: Surface profiles for case 50. Three repetitions are plotted.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
In this thesis, velocities in plunging breakers in the swash zone and at
the plunge point have been investigated. Six different solitary waves
were generated from non-breaking to breaking cases. PIV and PTV
were performed on images captured from six different FOVs. The FOVs
were located from [-10 to 120]cm from where the still water level in-
tersected with the beach. The post processing was mainly done in
DigiFlow. High resolution velocity measurements close to beach were
conducted. Velocity profiles with respect to z were given for the swash
zone. At the plunge point velocity profiles with respect to both x and
z were shown.
Surface elevation was measured with ultrasonic gauges for all cases.
The maximum run-up was investigated for all cases, and shoreline pro-
files for case 10 and 50 have been shown. Surface profiles of the run-up
have been studied on a large scale. Aspects regarding the properties of
the beach and the fluid have been documented and discussed. Overall,
a large range of measuring methods were used to acquire a compre-
hensive overview of field. In the following section I will present a brief
summary of the results, before giving my suggestions for future work.
6.1 Concluding remarks
• Surface elevation of the incoming waves coincided with theory
from Tanaka (1986) and Fenton (1972).
• The effect of the joint between the PETG plates seemed to be
minimized by removing extra silicone from the joints. This im-
proved the measurements of the boundary layer.
• Stagnation flow was observed when the plunge hit the beach. Ap-
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plication of this can be related to loads on offshore structures due
to being hit by a plunging breakers. At the stagnation point the
velocity will be at a minimum. From Bernoullis equation the
pressure will be highest at this point. This results in a maximum
force on the bodies at this point.
• The highest velocities obtained was about 2.5m/s. This seemed
to be the same magnitude as in Kikkerta et al. (2011).
• As we moved further up the beach, the turbulence seemed to
increase and the repeatability of velocity profiles seemed to de-
crease.
• There was a slight tendency that turbulence effects seemed to
be larger for up-rush than for backwash, this seemed to be in
agreement with results from Cowen et al. (2003) and Barnes et al.
(2009), but in contradiction to Kikkerta et al. (2011).
• There seemed to exist some rolling effects in the front of the swash
zone. This needs to be further investigated.
• Maximum run-up seemed to be repeatable, but large differences
in the maximum run-up cross shore profiles were obtained due to
bending of the beach.
To sum up, the experiments showed new aspect of wave breaking, and
revealed that more work is needed in this field.
6.2 Future perspectives
PIV and PTV could be performed further up the beach than FOV VI.
A difficulty regarding this FOV was focusing the camera, which is dis-
cussed in section 4.5. To investigate velocities further up the beach, I
would recommend making a removable dam, such that water could be
dammed in front of the FOV. Then the focusing of the camera could
easily be done on arbitrary location on the beach. Since the problems
with air bubbles only was relevant for the FOVs closer to the still water
level, I will assume that good quality measurements could be provided
for locations further up the beach than FOV VI.
The non-breaking cases 10 and 12 could be compared with a boundary
integral model. If the case 10 and 12 coincides with the model, it will
increase the credibility of the measurements. The breaking cases 20 -
50 could be compared with a RANS model, as done in Rivillas-Ospina
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et al. (2012).
Further investigation is needed especially in the areas where the par-
ticles seem to roll inside the swash tongue. This effect can easily be
detected in movies, but needs further investigation to be documented.
Analysis of the bed shear stress could be performed. The bed shear
stress could be calculated from the horizontal velocity gradient close to
the wall.
The quality of the surface profile measurements of the run-up were not
as good as expected. The choice of focal lens and size of the field of
view can be optimized. The large field of view provided images with
poor resolution, which resulted in low accuracy in the measurement.
The camera should be placed closer to the wave tank and multiple field
of views should be introduced.
A more detailed description of the turbulence could be observed if more
repetitions had been made for each case, such that an ensemble average
could be used. Then fluctuating velocities and turbulent kinetic energy
could be provided.
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Appendix A
Shear stress measurements
The main goal of the shear stress measurements is to verify the PIV
and PTV measurements from the swash zone of breaking waves. We
want the shear stress measurements to imply the same result as PIV
and PTV presents. Shear stresses will be measured with Measurement
science enterprise’s MicroS systems (science enterprise Inc, 2014). Be-
fore mounting the the shear stress sensor into the wave tank, the sensor
should be validated against theory. The shear stress probe will there-
fore be mounted into a horizontal pipe, where theory is well established.
A.1 Pipe flow
There are several flow regimes for horizontal one phase pipe flow, de-
pending on the Reynolds number. Reynolds number is defined as the
ratio between inertial forces and viscous forces for pipe flow. It is given
by:
Re =
ρUD
µ
(A.1)
, where D is the diameter of the pipe, U is the mean velocity, µ and
ρ are the dynamic viscosity and density of the fluid. For Reynolds
numbers lower than 2000, the flow is considered to be laminar. For
Reynolds numbers above 3000 the flow is considered to be fully devel-
oped turbulent.
A.1.1 Laminar pipe flow, Hagen-Poiseuille Flow
Hagen (1939) and Poiseuille (1840) (Viscous fluid flow, 2006) were the
first to find an analytic solution to Navier Stokes equations for laminar
pipe flow. Consider a horizontal pipe with radius r0, let the x-y plane
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be the cross section of the pipe, and let the z axis be parallel to the
pipe length (see figure A.1).
Figure A.1: Pipe flow
Introduce polar coordinates, and assume the horizontal velocity to only
be dependent on the distance from origo r, u = {0, 0, u(r)}. Then the
Navier Stokes equation in z-direction becomes
ν
1
r
∂
∂r
(
r
∂
∂r
u(r)
)
=
1
ρ
∂p
∂z
. (A.2)
Derivation of the r and θ momentum equations shows that ∂p
∂z
must be
constant. Integration of equation A.2, and insertion of no slip boundary
conditions gives the solution:
u(r) =
1
4µ
∂p
∂z
(
r2 − r20
)
(A.3)
The wall shear stress is defined as
τw = µ
(
− du(r)
dr
)
w
=
1
2
r0
(
− dp
dz
)
=
4µu
r0
(A.4)
, where u corresponds to the mean velocity. The last part of equa-
tion A.4 is a substitution of the pressure drop. The pressure drop is
calculated from the volumetric flow rate Q.
A.1.2 Friction factors and estimates on wall shear stresses
in turbulent pipe flow
The wall shear stress is non dimentionalized by the dynamic pressure
ρu2. There are two friction factors used today for pipe flow. The Darcy
friction factor and the Skin friction factor :
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λ =
8τw
ρu2
Cf =
2τw
ρu2
(A.5)
The mean velocity can be found analytically from Hagen-Poiseuille
solution, and a connection between the friction factors and Reynolds
number is given by A.6.
λ =
64
Re
Cf =
16
Re
(A.6)
The relations above are only applicable for laminar flow. The friction
factors for turbulent flow have been estimated by H. Blasius (1913).
From dimensional analysis he found an estimate for the skin friction
factor Cf ≈ 0.0791Re1/4 . An improvement of Blasius approximation, where
the roughness of the pipe is taken into consideration, has been done
by Moody (1944) ( Figure A.2). Colebrook (1939). found an implicit
formula given by:
1√
λ
= −2log10
( 
3.7D
+
2.51
Re
√
λ
)
(A.7)
,where  is the pipe roughness, and Blasius solution is given as an initial
guess.
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Figure A.2: Friction factor as a function of Reynolds number and roughness.
The figure was created by Beck and Collins (2008)
Direct numerical simulation of pipe flow with Reynolds number 44k
was done by Wu and Moin (2008). A second order finite difference
method was used and the Navier Stokes equations were solved for 630
million grid points. The bed shear stress can be calculated from this
solution.
A.2 MicroS systems
MicroS shear stress sensor measures velocity gradients close to walls.
The instrument is based on the same principles as Laser Doppler Ve-
locimetry (LDV) and an introduction is given in science enterprise Inc
(2014). The sensor can measure velocity gradients in a region very
close to the wall, and the wall shear stress can therefore be calculated
directly from the velocity gradient measured.
In all wall bounded flows there exists a linear sub-layer (Universal equi-
librium layer), where the velocities are linearly dependent on the dis-
tance from the wall (see equation A.8),
u = Cy (A.8)
where C is a constant. MicroS shear stress sensor must be calibrated
against this constant. The sensor can detach particles within a distance
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of 75µm from the wall. In this region, the velocity gradient measured
corresponds to the velocity gradient at the wall. The wall shear stresses
can therefore be calculated by:
τw = µ
(∂u
∂y
)
w
(A.9)
The MicroS sensor generates a linear diverging fringe pattern. The
distance between two fringes δ can be found by multiplying the distance
from the wall y, and the slope of the first non-vertical fringe k, δ =
ky. When particles pass through the fringes at a distance y from the
wall, they reflect laser light with a different frequency than the initial
frequency. This frequency will be proportional to the particle velocity
u and inversely proportional to the distance between the fringes δ.
f =
u
δ
=
Cy
ky
=
1
µk
τw (A.10)
The laser signals are controlled by a hardware box, which contains
electronic drivers, band pass filter and burst processor acquisition hard-
ware. The box is connected to a computer where software is installed
to control the hardware.
A.2.1 Probe details
Details concerning the components in the MicroS sensor are available
in Modarress et al. (2000). The instrument contains a diode laser
source, two optical elements (DOE), a 700 µm layer of fused silica, a
thin chrome layer, and a detector. A diverging beam of laser light is
sent from a diode laser towards an optic element (DOE). The optical
element focuses the beam such as when the light has travelled through
the fused silica, the beam is focused into two line foci. These foci
correspond to two slits in the chrome layer. The slits are 2µm wide
and are separated with a distance of 10µm. The laser light becomes a
fringe fan when it enters the fluid flow. Particles that pass the fringe
fan reflect the light. The reflected light has a different frequency then
the frequency initially set. See equation A.10. The reflected light hits
a large window of 100µm in the chrome layer and the light spreads
through the fused silica again. At the end of the silica the light hits
another optical element which focuses the light into the detector.
A.3 Experimental set-up
Experiments were carried out in the hydrodynamic lab at UiO. A 25m
perspex pipe with 5cm diameter was filled with water. The fluid was
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seeded with polyamid particles with a diameter of 10µm from Dantec
dynamics. The flow rate was controlled by a pump, and experiments
were carried out with different flow rates.
Pump frequency [kHz] 20 30 35 40 45 50
Mass flow rate [kg/s] 1.54 2.35 2.75 3.20 3.63 4.06
Table A.1: Flow rates
The mass flow rates were measured by a Coriolis flow meter and the
connection between flow rates and pump frequency is given in table A.1
To get the same amount of samples for each flow rate, the measuring
time had to be altered. Parameters from one experiment are given in
table A.2 and the results are shown in the next section. The flow was
fully turbulent for all cases.
Parameter Value
Calibration constant 61.8
Fluid Viscosity 9.32 · 10−4
Threshold 8300
Decimation factor 1
FFT points 1024
Threshold 1
Min stress -500Pa
Max stress 1000Pa
Table A.2: Experimental parameters
A.4 Results
The raw data from the experiment with parameters as in Table A.2 is
shown in Figure A.3. There are a lot of measurements where the shear
stress is equal to zero.
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Figure A.3: Raw data for pump frequency 40kHz
Figure A.4 shows the relationship between signal to noise ratio (SNR)
and the shear stress measured. There are few samples with good qual-
ity. We sampled for 1 minute and got only 50 quality measurements.
This is a problem, since the goal is to measure turbulence in breaking
waves, which is highly dependent on time. The sample frequency needs
to be high enough so a true mean can be established from the mea-
surements. The figure also shows that measurements with high shear
stress have a low SNR. This means that the credibility increases as the
shear stress decreases. It would be desirable with a SNR peak.
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Figure A.4: SNR data for pump frequency 40kHz
Figure A.5 shows the wall shear stress measured compared with Blasius
curve.
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Figure A.5: Filtered data
The raw data signal does not fit Blasius curve at all. The measurement
fits better when the data is filtered for low SNR, but then the lack of
samples makes the mean and median differ from each other. This
means that not enough data is gathered, and the credibility of the
measurement drops. The measurement is still not according Blasius
curve.
A.5 Remarks and conclusion
The main problem with the MicroS shear stress probe was the varying
sample frequency. I believe that this is due to a leakage of laser light at
the end of the wire connecting the hardware box and the probe. The
wire glowed in the dark when the ceiling light was shut off. The leak-
age seemed to increase as the wire got curved. The MicroS shear stress
sensor is an extremely sensitive instrument, which is a major drawback.
The other problem with the MicroS shear stress probe is the range it
can measure. The lowest value it can measure is 0.7Pa in water. The
highest Reynolds number one can have without turbulence is about
2300. From the definition of Reynolds number A.1, an equation for the
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pipe diameter can be provoked:
D =
Re
u
µ
ρ
(A.11)
The definition of skin friction factor can be rearranged such that an
equation for the mean velocity is obtained, where the laminar skin
friction factor is found from equation A.6.
u =
√
2τw
ρCf
=
√
2τw
ρ 16
Re
=
√
τwRe
8ρ
(A.12)
Substitution of u into equation A.13 gives
D =
µ
√
8Re√
τwρ
(A.13)
Both µ and ρ are constants, and the right hand side of the equation
above is largest when the shear stress τw is smallest (0.7Pa) and the
Reynold number is largest (2300). If the pipe is filled with water and
the temperature is about 20◦C, then ρ = 1.027 · 103 kg
m3
and µ = 1.002 ·
10−3 kg
sm
, the diameter of the pipe must be D < 0.005m. This means
that a pipe with a diameter of 5mm is needed for the shear stress probe
to measure laminar flow. The problem is that the instrument itself will
not fit in to a pipe of this size. The sensor will have problems measuring
laminar water flow, regardless of horizontal velocities and the roughness
of the pipe. This makes it hard to validate measurements against the
analytical Hagen-Poisellieu solution.
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Appendix B
Post processing of external
data
The results presented in this section, is provided by use of Particle
Image Velocimetry (PIV) and Particle Tracking Velocimetry (PTV).
B.1 Comparison of MatPIV and DigiFlow’s PIV
of linear waves
To compare MatPIV developed by J. Kristian Sveen and DigiFlow
developed by Dalziel Research Partners, images of linear wave is used.
The images is the same as used in Sveen (2004). The FOV is 30cm×
30cm, and a coordinate image is used to relate pixel displacement to
real displacement. The results are then compared to linear wave theory
B.1. If the surface elevation η is given as in B.1, a velocity potential φ
can be derived from the equation in Chapter 2.
η = a sin(kx− ωt)
φ = − aω
k sinh(kH)
cosh(k(z +H))cos(kx− ωt) (B.1)
MatPIV uses a window shifting method where the size of the subwin-
dows are altered, while DigiFlow shifts the location of the subwindows
dynamically. The best results were obtained when DigiFlow’s subwin-
dow size was set to 16× 16 pixels. The result is shown in Figure B.1.
The velocity profiles are obtained underneath the wave crest. Both
MatPIV and DigiFlow find a horizontal and vertical velocity close to
theory. Both methods underestimate the velocity in the horizontal
direction. This is probably due to the image quality, or the fact that
linear waves are ideal situations, where friction and surface tension is
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neglected. The vertical calculated velocity should be equal to zero.
The velocities are really small and this gives an indication of the error
related to the experiment and method.
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Figure B.1: Comparison of MatPIV and DigiFlow’s PIV
B.2 Acceleration and velocities in breaking waves
in the surf zone.
PIV and PTV are used to post process images of breaking waves, where
the experiment was performed by Atle Jensen. The experimental set-
up and condition are given in Mo et al. (2013). A list of the most
important variables from the experiment is listed in table B.2.
A/H=0.33 A/H=0.50
Amplitude m A 0.06 0.10
Sample freq camera Hz 1080 1080
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B.2.1 Development of plunging breakers
The goal in this section is to find velocity profiles as close as possible
to the wave front. We want to establish information on why waves
develop the plunger shape.
The post processing for PIV was analysed with DigiFlow. There were
three repetitions for the case A/H=0.33. The subwindow size was
16×16 pixels, and an overlap of 50% was used, giving a total of 128×128
vectors. A local filter was applied where data three standard deviations
away from the mean was rejected. An average over the three repetitions
was done where the median was used. The relative error was calculated
by:
ei =
ui − umean
umean
(B.2)
Repetition 1 Repetition 2 Repetition 3
t1 1.94% 1.82% 1.78%
t2 3.18% 0.82% 0.92%
t3 3.80% 17.8% 1.26%
Table B.1: Repetition errors for PIV measurements
The overall error is sufficient, but we have some problems in the region
near the surface. Reflection of particles makes it hard to establish the
actual surface line. The data is then smoothed by a linear Savitzky-
Golay filter with a frame size of 5.
The PTV was processed with DigiFlow where particles with size [3-
10] pixels was included. A Savitzky-Golay smoothing filter was first
applied, where the frame size was set to 5 and the polynomial order
was 2. The given position of the wanted velocity vector was determined
by the PIV vectors closest to the wave front. A particle with a distance
of 2% ( of the images) from this x, was included in the grid making.
Then data from three runs were put together. A least square method
was used, where 21 particles were included for each grid point, hence
ideally 7 from each run. The least square method solves equation B.3
for x, which gives the velocity at the given grid point.
ATAxˆ = ATv (B.3)
However, the best approximation was made when the polynomial order
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was set to 1.
Figure B.2a shows the location of the velocity profiles in figure B.2b,
hence the blue, red and green profiles position are [−13.94,−12.42,−9.67]cm.
One difficulty with these plots is that the flow is strongly dependent on
both time and space, which makes it hard to smoothen the data. An-
other problem is that the number of particles close to the wave front is
small. This gives us a small data set and the plots can easily be affected
by artefacts. The velocity profiles in figure B.2a shows that velocities
behave like vortices with a radial increasing strength, in addition to a
uniform horizontal wave speed c.
B.2.2 Acceleration in plunging breakers
The goal in this section is to investigate acceleration in the plunge.
PTV was performed with the same parameter as in the section above
for the case A/H=0.50. Particles with a long trajectory in time were
selected (Figure B.3). For each time-frame the median of the accel-
eration of all nearby particles was calculated. All particles within a
distance of 0.5cm were included. The amount of particles considered
in the median were few, since the trajectories were close to the wave
front, see Table B.2.
Particle track Blue Red Green Black Cyan
Number of particles 7.12 8.53 10.5 9.64 12.42
Table B.2: Average number of particles participate in the median accelera-
tion.
A smoothing in time was also applied. The polynomial order was 2,
and the frame size varied for each particle track (Table B.3).
Particle track Blue Red Green Black Cyan
Frame size 21 23 15 17 7
Table B.3: The frame size applied in the Savitzky-Golay filter.
The wave profile and particle tracks are shown in Figure B.3. The
squares in the figures correspond to the location at the different times.
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(a) Surface profiles of development of plunger.
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(b) Velocities profiles near the steep wave front.
Figure B.2: Development of plunging breakers, A/H=0.33.
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Figure B.3: Particle trajectories and surface profiles.
The acceleration calculated is shown in Figure B.4. Each color cor-
responds to the track of the same color as in Figure B.3. The most
dramatic acceleration is not in the plunge itself, but at the wave front
below the plunge. Acceleration as big as 4G is measured and strong
forces are acting on the fluid.
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Figure B.4: Acceleration for case50
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